1. DOOR- 32" WIDE, SWINGING STEEL WITH WEATHER-STRIPPING, BALL BEARING BUTTS, SAFETY GLAZING, KEY IN KNOB LOCK, & HARDWARE.
2. ANCHOR CLIP- 2" X 2" STEEL WELDED TO BASE AT GRADE WITH 3/4" ANCHOR BOLT HOLE.
4-RED B. ANCHOR BOOTH AFTER FINAL LOCATION, ANCHOR BOLTS NOT INCLUDED.

NOTE: PAR-KUT BOOTH ARE OF SINGLE UNIT WELDED GALVANIZED STEEL CONSTRUCTION, FACTORY ASSEMBLED AND DELIVERED SET UP. FAILURE TO SECURELY ANCHOR BOOTH MAY RESULT IN OVERTURNING OF UNIT AND SERIOUS INJURY TO OCCUPANT.

A. GLAZING TO BE OPTIONAL 1/4" GRAY TINTED TEMPERED SAFETY GLASS WITH STEEL GLASS STOPS.
B. PAINT- A RUST INHIBITIVE PRIMER WITH INDUSTRIAL FINISH.
C. ELECTRICAL- NONE BY PAR-KUT.
D. BOOTH WILL NOT HAVE A CANTILEVER OVERHANG.
E. OPTIONAL REMOVABLE LIFTING RINGS ARE PROVIDED IN ROOF.
F. NO ON SITE WORK BY PAR-KUT.